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Meet the Author and Her Racing Pigeons
We all have hidden talents. The same is true of racing pigeons. At first glance,
racing pigeons might look like ordinary birds, but they possess a special skill
that helps them find their way home from far-away places. This homing instinct,
combined with their extraordinary ability to fly at speeds of up to 65 miles per
hour for several hours without stopping, has earned these incredible athletes
the nickname “thoroughbreds of the sky.”
Pigeon racing is a 200-year-old sport in which specially-trained racing pigeons
are released from distant locations and then race back to their home lofts.
Races can span several hundred miles and are often won or lost by seconds. This
fascinating sport originated in Belgium and quickly became an international
sensation. Not long ago, many American families spent their free time raising
and racing pigeons. But today, with screen time dominating our free time, most people have forgotten about
the sport and few kids even know it exists. For the first time in its history, the sport of pigeon racing is in danger
of dying out.
Erika Liodice’s interest in the sport inspired her to write the High Flyers children’s book series about an elite
team of racing pigeons. During her research, she started a team of her own to learn firsthand about the birds’
care and training. Today, Erika and her feathered friends are on a mission to save the sport and help people
rediscover the joy of pigeon racing ... and maybe even uncover a few hidden talents of their own.

 With Special Guests Cosmo & Zuzu 
During Erika’s presentation, children will get out of their seats
and participate in movement-based activities to learn how
birds fly. They’ll also have the opportunity to observe and
interact with Erika’s pet racing pigeons, Cosmo and Zuzu,
while learning about:

 History of pigeon racing  Homing instinct  Flight physics
 Wild pigeons vs. racing pigeons  Care & training
 Famous pigeon fanciers

Perfect for elementary schools, home school groups,
libraries, youth organizations, and clubs.

TeamHighFlyers.com

Rookie of the Year
(High Flyers Series, book 1)
Rocket’s got speed. He’s got talent. He’s even got two blue racing stripes on
his wings. But there’s one thing standing between this rookie racing pigeon
and his dream of scoring a spot on the High Flyers racing team: ground school.
Determined to fast-track his way onto the team, Rocket crashes a race to
prove that he belongs flying at the front of the flock, not sitting in the back
of a classroom. But when danger strikes, he makes rookie mistakes that
cost him the race and push his dreams even farther from reach. With the
help of an unlikely friend, a forgotten legend, and lessons from his long-lost
racing champion father, Rocket learns that racing takes more than speed
and discovers what it really means to be a winner.
Available in paperback, full color paperback, and e-book.
Paperback (Full Color Edition): 978-1-948425-02-5
Paperback (B&W interior): 978-1-948425-01-8
e-book: 978-1-948425-00-1
Ages 7-10

Erika Liodice
Children’s Book Author | Speaker | Amateur Pigeon Racer
Erika Liodice is the author of the High Flyers children’s book series for readers ages 7-10. She is a proud member
of the Society of Children’s Book Writers & Illustrators (SCBWI), Independent Book Publishers Association
(IBPA), and Toastmasters International. Erika is also the author of Empty Arms: A Novel (Dreamspire Press),
a contributor to Author in Progress (Writer’s Digest), and a regular columnist on the popular fiction writing
website Writer Unboxed. She has more than a decade of experience speaking to audiences of all ages on a
variety of writing, reading, and racing topics.
Contact Erika Liodice directly to discuss
your event, speaking fees, and availability.

Schedule an appearance:
 Phone: 484-626-2931
 Email: erika@erikaliodice.com
 Website: TeamHighFlyers.com

“The kids and teachers are still talking about your
visit…one teacher told me it was the best author visit
she has ever seen!”
-Dr. Ruth Tice, Reading Specialist, Cetronia Elementary School

Check out our event photos and testimonials:
TeamHighFlyers.com/Author-Visit

TeamHighFlyers.com

